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• Active pedagogy from early 20th century.

• Experiential learning theory (Dewey, 1933; Kolb, 1984)
– Experience must be reflected

• Teaching-learning processes at university:
- Reflective thinking AND
- Narrative-biographical methodology.

• Fostering cognitive dissonance:
– cognition, emotions and action.
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• Engagement in new experiences without prejudice

• Giving meaning to experience in relation to ourself, others, and 
contextual conditions

• Planning future experience for personal and social benefit

• Deliberate, conscious, systematic use of our mental resources 
• Problem solving and decision making

• Activating reflective thinking : 
- Analysis and selective synthesis; 
- Collecting and comparing cases; 
- Deliberate construction of data
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• Levels of Reflective Thinking (Leung & Kember, 2003):

– Routines: mechanical and automatic activity that is carried out 
with little conscious thought.

– Comprenhension: it involves learning and reading, but these 
actions are not related to other situations.

– Reflection: active, persistent and careful consideration of any 
assumption or belief founded in our consciousness.

– Critical thinking: it lies being more aware of why we perceive 
things, how we feel, act and do.

• Enhancing academic achievement
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• Narrative and human perception 

- contextual construction of meaning 
- validity of multiple perspectives 
- subjectivity.

• The narrative builds identity
- education 
- understanding 
- decision-making
- knowledge transfer processes

• In-depth understanding of what happens, why it happens and to 
whom 

• Identity, meanings and practical knowledge



CASE DESCRIPTION
TEACHER EDUCATION (pre and primary school) AND SOCIAL 

EDUCATION AT UNIVERSITY OF VALENCIA.
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DEGREE SUBJECT NUMBER OF STUDENT PER YEAR

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Teacher 
Education

Organisation &
management of 
schools

90 94 94 93 100

Social 
Education

Introduction to 
didactics and 
organisation

-- -- 49 167 150
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TEACHER EDUCATION (pre and primary school) AND SOCIAL 

EDUCATION AT UNIVERSITY OF VALENCIA.

IMPLEMENT

ATION

BEFORE THE SEMINAR SEMINAR EVALUATION

TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 TASK 4 TASK 5

WHAT Tutoring with the 

seminar coordinating 

team.

Coordinating team 

carries out a script of 

questions following 

previous instructions 

and answers them. 

Teacher supervises the 

process.

Students reflect, 

in writing, 

following the 

script.

Seminar coordinated 

by a group of 

students.

Peer evaluation 

of the individual 

story for its 

improvement

FOR WHAT Ensure that the 

seminar coordinating 

team understands the 

meaning of the task.

Agree on the question 

template for the 

individual writing 

exercise. Train the 

coordinating group of 

the seminar.

Promote 

reflective 

thinking through 

narrative 

methodology 

and train in the 

curriculum

Facilitate self-

regulation of 

learning. Promote 

the relationship 

between curricular 

and experiential 

content. Reflectively 

delve into the 

curriculum.

Reflect on the 
learning process 

from peer 
evaluation.

WHO Coordinating team (4-5 

students) and teacher

Coordinating team (4-5 

students) and teacher

Whole group Whole group Coordinating 

team (4-5 

students) 

Table. Activities and implementation of reflective thinking seminar. 
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TEACHER EDUCATION (pre and primary school) AND SOCIAL 

EDUCATION AT UNIVERSITY OF VALENCIA.

We repeat this process after each unit of the syllabus.

Example of script of questions

- What does topic say about ... (summary and main ideas of 
content)

- What does the topic tell you, what do you think you have 
learned, what ideas have come to you, have they caught your 
attention? Justify why. Can you link any previous learning 
from your personal experience? 

- What do you have to say on the subject? What doubts has it 
generated, reservations or contradictions has it raised? 
Justify or explain them. 

- Personal assessment. How do you think you have developed 
your learning process on the subject? What would you 
improve or change?

Routines

Levels of Reflective 
Thinking 

Comprenhension

Reflection

Critical thinking
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Table. Rubric to assess reflective thinking seminar (1/2). 
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Table. Rubric to assess reflective thinking seminar (2/2). 



DEBATING reflective teaching

1

2

Reflective thinking offers students to know and use the terminology appropriately.

It allows students to understand and become aware of their learning process, to build a
conscious speech, to overcome their own cognitive limitations and to go beyond the
objectives requested

3

4
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It increases the possibilities of facing cognitive dissonances by allowing argumentation 
and evaluation of one's own beliefs and previous knowledge, going beyond the contents 
studied and approaching other contexts and spaces. 

It has allowed achieving a self-regulated learning process, reflectively analyzing the phases 
of the learning process itself. 

Training in the use of cognitive processes of reflective 
thinking could be positive to allow students for 

developing  critical and practical professional criteria 
and position
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